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A STRONG TYPE (2,2) ESTIMATE FOR A MAXIMAL
OPERATORASSOCIATEDTO THE SCHRÖDINGEREQUATION
BY

CARLOS E. KENIG1 AND ALBERTO RUIZ
Abstract.

Let T*f(x) = sup/>0|7;/(x)|,

where (T,f)~(t) = e',|í|2/(í)/|í|'/4-

We

show that, given any finite interval /, j,\ T*f\2 dx < C, fR\f(x)\2 dx, and that the
above inequality is false with 2 replaced by any p < 2. This maximal operator is
related to solutions of the Schrödinger equation.

Introduction. Let u(x, t) be the solution of the initial value problem /' du(x, t)/èt
— d2u(x, t)/dx2 in t > 0, limr^0 u(x, t) = f, for/say in L2(R), and where the limit
is to be understood in the L2-sense. By taking Fourier transforms, it is easy to see
that u(x, t) = SJ(x) = jf™ eixieHij(i) d& In [C], L. Carleson raised the question:
Under what conditions does u(x, t) ->r^0/pointwise a.e.? Carleson showed in [C]
that if/belongs to the Sobolev space HS(R) = {/G L2(R): /|/(£)|2(1 + \£\2)sd$ <
oo}, ä > 1/4, u(x,t)->f
a.e. as t -* 0. He also constructed an example of an
/ G H]/\R) such that u(x, t) does not converge to / a.e. In [DK], the authors
showed that, in fact, given s < 1/4, there exists / G HS(R) so that u(x, t) does not
converge a.e. to /. Carleson obtained the positive result by showing (using the
Kolmogorov-Seliverstov-Plessner method (see [KS])) that if t(x) is an arbitrary
measurable function of x, then the operator Sl(x)f(x) = /J^00eix*e''(x)*2f(i-)d£ satis-

fies the inequality | /_', St(x)f(x) dx\< C||/||Hi/4, for/ G C™, with C independent of
t(x) and /. This inequality is enough to guarantee almost everywhere convergence,
but does not answer the question: What are the mapping properties of the maximal
operator 5/ = sup0<r<, | S,f(x) | ?
In this note we show that given any finite interval / C R, we have the 'strong type'
inequality f,\ Sf\2 < C/||/||2ïi/4, where C, depends only on /. Moreover, the example

in [DK] shows that the above inequality fails if ||/||Hi/4 is replaced by ||/|[ff« for any
s < 1/4. Instead of treating the operator 5 for /G Hl/4, we study the maximal
operator Tf= sup0<t^x\Tlf(x)\,
where TJ(x) = /_+0000e'JCVíj?(¿)^/|l|1/4,
and
/ G L2(R) now, and we show that

J\Tf\2^ C,\\f\\l^.
Moreover, the example in [DK] shows that the inequality

¡\mp<Cj\\fwi,^
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is false for every 1 < p < 2. Thus, we encounter the curious phenomemon of a
'natural' maximal operator for which the interval of p's on which it is strongly
bounded is not open. The operator, of course, involves cancellations. Examples of
maximal operators with this property have been recently found in [NRS]. Their
examples differ from ours in that they deal with positive operations, and therefore,
cancellation is not an issue for them.
As in [C], our method of proof relies on the Kolmogorov-Seliverstov-Plessner
ideas. We fix a function t(x), 0 < t(x) < 1, and consider the composition of Tt(x)
with its adjoint Tf(x). By using asymptotic expansion and estimates for certain
trigonometric integrals, we bound the L2-norm of Tl(x)(Tt(x))*, independently of
t(x).
Finally, we would like to point out that many questions in this area remain
unanswered. For example, we know that T is unbounded on Lp, p < 2, and bounded
on L2. Is T bounded on Lp, p > 2? This result should be true but is not obvious
since T is not a positive operation.
What are the analogues of our results for the Schrödinger equation in higher
dimension?
What happens if, instead of the Schrödinger equation, we consider other (not
necessarily constant coefficient) evolution equations of the same ' kind'?
Finally, we would like to point out that many of the integrals appearing in the
sequel are not absolutely convergent, and should be interpreted suitably as 'oscillatory' or improper integrals. We have systematically ignored this point to avoid
burdensome technical details.
Remark (Added in proof). A. Nagel and E. M. Stein have recently given a
simpler proof of the positive part of Theorem 2, using only the case £0 = 0 of

Proposition 1.
1. In this section we will establish our main result (Theorem 2). Our main tools are
Propositions 1 and 2, which involve some (rather technical) estimates for trigonometric integrals. In order not to interrupt the flow of the proof of the main theorem, we
postpone the proof of Propositions 1 and 2 until §2.

Proposition

1. For a, b, £0 G R, we have
/

di

e

Éi,/4i«o-ír
»0

Proposition 2.Fora,bER,\>b>

S

X

C

di
|¿|'/4

|a|'/4|2^0

+ a|'/4

0,

rw

-1/2

V2

\a/2b\]/4

where \ V(a, b) |< C/| a |3/4, and C is independent of b.
As in the Introduction, let u(x, t) solve idu/dt — d2u/dx2 = 0 in (-oo,
+ oo) X (0, +oo) and satisfy limr^0 u(x, t) = f(x), where the limit is taken in the

L2-sense. Then,

e-VVCl) de.
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Let Sf(x) = sup0<(<1\S,f(x)\,
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then

Theorem 1. For any finite interval I,

(iS/P'SQII/ll2,,/*,
where C, depends only on I. Moreover, if we replace 1/4 in the previous inequality by

any s < 1/4, the inequality fails.
Let us now define
■ + 00

e-V'VUWÉ/m174
-oo

and Tf(x) = sup0<f<11TJ(x)\ for/G L2(R). Then
Theorem 2. For any finite interval I,

j\Tf\2^C,j\f\2,
where C, depends only on I. Moreover, if we replace 2 in the previous inequality by any

p < 2, the inequalityfails.
The positive part of Theorem 1 follows directly from the positive part of Theorem
2. The negative part of Theorem 1 was established in [DK]. We therefore turn to the
proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix an interval I, and pick 0 < <pG C0°°(R),<p= 1 on I.
Let t(x) be an arbitrary measurable function, 0<e<r(jc)<l.
Consider the
operator

Rf(x)=<p(x) = i + œe'^+'^2i(Odè/\èr4.
•'-oo

The positive part of the theorem will follow immediately if we show that

0)

/l«/l2<c/|/|2,

where C is independent of t(x) and e.

Rf(x) = <p(x)j

j
-00

e'^-r*+'^f(y)dt/\^/4dy,
-00

where the double integral is interpreted in a suitable sense. Interchanging the order
of integration,
,. + 00

(..

Rf(x) = <p(x)j^ fiy)^

+ 00

,

¿«'-'WMdiAiWdy.

)

We now apply Proposition 2 to the expression in brackets to obtain
Rf(x) = Ccp(x)(+Xf(y)e-'«*->^4<^-

(t(x)yi/2/\(x

- y)/2t(x)

•'-oo

+<p(x)J

f(y)*((x -y), t(x)) dy = Vf(x) + U(x).
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But,

U(x)\< C<p(x)f + €Cf(y) dy/\x - y\3'4.
and so, since <pis compactly supported, /1 U\2 < Cf \f\2, by the classical theorem on
fractional integration (see [S]). Thus, we are reduced to showing (*) with R replaced
by V. We will, in fact, show that the operator norm in L2 of VV* (where V* is the
L2-adjoint of V) is bounded independently of t(x) and e. This clearly implies (*) for
V. We now proceed to compute V* and VV*f. It is easy to see that

V*f(y) = cff(z)<p(z)e^2^\t(z))-l/2/\(z

- y)/2t(z)r

and so
VVf(x)

= C<p(x)je-ax-r)2/4'M(t(x))~]/2/(\x

- y\/2t(x))[/*

■ff(z)<p(z)e'«-»2/4'<*\t(z))-]/2/(\z

-y\/2t(z))l/4dzdy

-y)'/4t(z)-(x-y)*/4t(x)}

= 0(*)//(zMz){/e'«2
(t(x)t(z))-

' \/(\x

- y\\z - y\/2t(x)t(z))

'

dy\ dz

I

Op(x)//(z)<p(z)

1/4

(t(x)t(z))

/"g'«-—.v)2/4((.-)-(JT-.v)2/'»'(Jt))

dy\d.

x-y\^4\z-yr
1

z)-xl/4,{x))

",-)//(l)"(',i^7F5'"""""
/exp'^2[4i(z)-4f(;c)

j +>14,(X)

4f(0 JJ|x-y|'/4

Now let
a =

,1/4

2x

21

4t(x)

4t(z)

.

ß

'

4t(z)

1
4t(x)

We want to estimate
(ay+ßy2}.

/'

dy
\x-yr4\z-y\^4

Set £ = y — x. Then the integral becomes
fei{(a + 2ßx)t + ßi2}-

de

¿n(z-x)-ir

which, by Proposition 1, is bounded by

c
|a + 2)Sx|1/4|2)S(z-x)

+ a + 2ßx\] /4
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But, a + 2ßx = (z - x)/2t(z)
and 2ß(z - x) + a + 2ßx = (x - z)/2t(x),
and
hence, | VV*f(x)\^ Cy(x) ff(z)<p(z)/\x - z\[/2dz. But then, if we again invoke
the theorem on fractional integration and the compact support of <p,we see that the
operator norm of VV* is bounded independently of t(x) and e, and the positive part

of Theorem 2 follows.
To establish the negative part of Theorem 2, pick / G C0°°(R),even supported in
[-1,1]. As in [DK], define ft(x) = f(x/t)e2ix/'2, and now define h, by h,(£) =
|ê|1/4/r(£). For x > 0, set t(x) = t2x. The computation in [DK] shows that

\Tttx)h,(x)\

±ff(yyy2/*dy

= g(x),

which is independent of /. Fix a p < 2, and an interval / (which we may assume is
contained in (0, oo)) and suppose that

/| T/r < q/i/I"

forall/el'(R).

Then,

f\g(x)r = f\T!ix)hl(x)r^f\Th!(x)r<cIf\h,\".
We now proceed to estimate the Lp-norm of hr Note that the Lp norm of/

is

bounded by tx/p, while

(/,)'=

X-f'{x/t)e2'^2 + lLf(x/t)e2>*"\
t
r

and hence IK/)'!!,, < Ctx/p~2 as t -» 0. An application of the three lines theorem to

h,(î)=\è\zfAèl

0<Rez<l,

shows that \\h,\\p < aVM-V*>tO/r-3>-V4 =

ad/P-i/2)
Thereforei f¡\g(x)\p < C,Ct0/p-W2), which is a contradiction as t - 0
since g is not identically 0. Theorem 2 is established.

Lemma

1. Let f be a monotonie function,

and consider

the integral

1=

jb eivi*)fix) dx. Then if (i) either d<p/dx > X or d<p/dx < -\, X > 0, in [a, b], and
dep/dx is monotonie, \I\< Cmax[a h]\f(x)\ ■l/X, and if (ii) d2<p/dx2>X or
d\/dx2 < -X, X > 0, then\I\< Cmax,ah]\f(x)\ ■\/Xl/2.
Proof.

The proof follows immediately from the classical Van der Corput esti-

mates (see [Z, Volume 1, p. 197]).
We will now use Lemma 1 in a standard way to estimate a trigonometric integral.
Since the proof is routine but tedious, it will be omitted.

Lemma2. If ß < 0,
• + 0O
/..

,i(2Au + u2)_

du
\u\x/4\ß-u\x/4

\A\x'4\ß

We are now ready to prove Propositions 1 and 2 of §1.
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Proof of Proposition 1. First assume that b i=-0. Then, without loss of generality we can assume b > 0. Let 2A = ab']/2, and change variables, setting u = bx/2e.
Our integral then becomes
+ 00

b-x'4f

du

,i(2Au + u2)_

,1/4

,1/4

M'72

Obviously, we can assume iQbx/2 « 0. Then, Lemma 2 gives the estimate
Cb-X/4

C

\A\*'A\A + i0b

1/2,1/4

a\*'*\2bt-0 + a

,1/4'

as desired.
If b = 0, as the Fourier transform of 1/| £ |1/4 equals C/|£13/4 (see [S]), we have
+ 00

/

di

iai.

=*f.

m1/4iio-¿i1/4

1

-'io*

,3/4

x?'*\a

dx,

and it is very easy to see that the absolute value of the second integral is dominated
by C/|a|1/2, as desired.
Proof of Proposition 2. We can assume a > 0. Change variables to t = ¿>l/2£,
and set 2A = ab~x/2. The integral then becomes
¿-1/2+1/8

f

,i(2At + t2)_

dt
,1/4

= I(a,b).

Assume first that 0 <A < 2. Note then that 6"1/2/l a/2611/4 =£ C/a3/4, and so in
this case it is enough to show that
+ °° ¡(2At + t2)
-i

¿-1/2+1/8
/

rit
al
l/|l/4

,V4

Note that ¿r1/2+1/8 = ¿,-3/s ^ c/a3/\
and so it is enough to show that the integral
is bounded. To do so, split the integral into ¡'^ + /_', + fx°°.In the middle integral
we use absolute value inside the integral, while in the two extreme ones we use the

fact that (¿V^Xphase)
= 2, and 1/| t |l/4 < 1, together with Lemma 1.
Assume now that A > 2, and split the integral into fj£A + fj/Y2 + S-a/2 + /-'i
+ Z,00.In the first integral, (d/dt)(phase) = 2A + 2t*Z-2A, in the third one,
2A + 2t > A, and in the last one 2A + 2r > 2A, while in all of these integrals
l/\t\x/4 < 1. Hence, Lemma 1 shows that they are bounded by C/A. Hence, their
contribution to I(a, b) is bounded by

cb-3^ = cb-^sbX/2=cbx^
A
2 a
2

CJ_
a

2

(AeiC2i

+ i2/A2

¿1/2 \ V4

3/4

c
= c a3/41 A1 ^ ■fl3/4
Now,
'(2A, + ,2)

dt
\t

,1/4

^-3/4

■I-A
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To study fAA,we split it into j~\ + /_?, + jx. The middle one is bounded, by taking
absolute value inside the integral. The two extremes ones are bounded since

l/|£|l/4 < 1, and (¿/¿£)(phase) = 2 + 2i/A2 ^ 1 in both cases. Thus, the contribution of /_', to I(a, b) is bounded by Cb~3/8/A3/4 = C/a3/4. It remains then to
show that

¿,-3/8. (-A^ei(2A,+ñ_E_=(l+

La

\tr

j\JZe-K*/t»

b'i/2

u + ijV2e

+ OÍ—!—)

ia/2*r

Up/4)

where O is independent of b. By a change of variables u = -t,
{-A/2=e-.A2f2Aei(t-A)2A■I-2A
JA/2

tX/4 '

We now apply the mean value theorem to the function l/r1/4, near t = A. We thus
obtain, for A/2 < t < 2A (and remembering that A > 2), \/tx/4 = \/Ax/4 (5/4)(t - A)/[A + 0(t)]5/4, where 6(t) is an increasing function, with \0(t)\<
11 — a |. Hence, our integral becomes

^
fA e^drj
A^J-A/2

- 5-e-A2(1Ae^\t
4
^/2

- A)-±—= 1 + 11.
[^ + 0(0] 7

To estimate I, note that, as j+™ e^2 dr\ = (1 + i)jir/2

,

r ^=<1+o/f+0(i),
so that

■= ^-0
¿1/4

V

+ 0,/?
/y 2 + o(
I^S/4

Hence,
p-ial/4b
e-ia'/4b

¡-¡¡r

|a/2ft|'/4
2/2/7 |

V2V

/

1

\

1^/4/

But, as ^ > 2, ¿r3/80(l/,45/4) < C/a3/4. So, all that remains to be shown is that
¿,-3/s | ¡j |«g c/a3/4. An integration by parts shows that

|II|=C

,iA2
_ti_nil_c

[A + 6(2A)Y/4

eiA2/4

[A + 6(A/2)]5/4

(2\k.-a?_m_dt
Ja/2

[A + 0(r)]5/4+1

Now, as 6 is increasing, \6(t)\^\t - A\, we see that \A + $(2A)\>\A\, while
\A + 6(A/2)\>A/2,
so that the first two terms are bounded by C/A5/4, which
produces the required bound. The integral is bounded in absolute value by

= ^zrA^)-^/2)^,.
as desired. Hence, Proposition 2 is established.
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